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G:r;~a.ad•··¥il:le1 · and····Ho11,\1,1~::'l p~1~1jtg,,i .ag,1tte;r 
LU·bbers T.ech~ology Center) 'i ', " :, · ' ,,,, . .. :,' . '. · · · . ·. 
&fficicllly opens ill HOiiand. · · 
BY AMiE ·M11 .. L10N · "All of the software is network~ with a 
News EDITOR ' T-1 cable ri_ght o the Grand Valley sys-
On Monday, Oct. 21, the Lubbers Techriology ~~enter, a new com-. . . putcf · l~_b' _located . in Holland's 
Comm~rlity Educati~n building, officially 
opened: · ·: · 
. · __ Whjle_H<>!land H,igh School a~ready has 
a. C0ffiRUter_· ,lab/ 'having one .· in . the 
Comm~'iiiif .~. buildi_ng allows for mor~ 
availability''.fu college students ·and other 
mem~rs :·of ilit .c~mmunity who may need 
to do <;°:n:!~~~ ;~ ork during school -hours, 
said: C;if SfcicKman, dean of continuing 
education. 
E~~bli~hed through the combined 
efforts. c,f: :Stockman and Celeste Henry, 
directot . of . Holland's · Community 
Education, the new-iab has tbe same pro-
grams as those on the Allendale campus. 
tem," said Connie Renkema, the coordina-· · 
tor of the Corporate Training ~rogram. 
"So ·· Grand Valley students living in · 
Holland .have access to computers withqut 
having ~o m,alce the trip back to Allendale .. 
"We're really excited. This is somethinf . · 
that we've ·been .working towards for a 
year. and a half," Renkema said. '.This 
qffers a whole realm of.programming tha\ .: · 
we haven't been able to offer here." . 
After the ribbon was cut, marking the 
official opening of the lab, GVSU 
President Arend Lubbers, a 1949 graduate 
of Holland High School and for whom the 
lab is named, gave a thank you speech. 
Lubbers reminisced about some of his 
days at Holland, commenting on how 
much he learned about leadership there. 
Presld~nt Lubbe~ cuts the ribbon at the openlng'.°otthe:·iMi tech center in Holland. 
Photo by Mandy Hellflr. . . . . 
EXpansion of GYSU Hollarld 
fa,c-ilities in the works 
BY AMIE MILLION 
NEWS EDITOR 
Due to eiirollment increases· -at Grand Valley's Holland facility, the board of control approved the 
idea of an expansion building in Holland. 
Grand Valley currently holds classes at 
Holland High School and the Community 
Education building. 
In 1994, there were 375 students in 23 
sections enrolled for the fall semester at 
Holland. This number has jumped from 
780 students in 44 sections for the current 
semester. The numbers are expected to 
jump to 2,000 students during the next 
couple of years. 
Although all plans are preliminary, the 
new facility will have 17 classrooms, one 
computer lab, two science labs, a library 
and study area, an assembly room, and 
office space. 
"Right now, the hope is to make a deci-
sion on site and get a building designed," 
said Cal Stockman, dean ·of Continuing 
Education. 
According to Stockman, construction 
https//www .• , .. u.edu/laathora 
will tentatively start next summer and 
classes will begin in the winter semester in 
1999. 
Holland is an ideal-location for a· num-
ber of reasons. First, with the increase of 
businesses that Holland has had, there is 
demand for specialized higher education 
services. 
Secondly, although Hope College, a pri-
vate school in Holland, is often too expen-
sive for part-time students, particularly 
those with families. While there is also a 
branch of Grand Rapids-based Davenport 
College in Holland, it is strictly a business 
college. Also, Holland does not have a 
junior college. 
Finally, with a new facility, the Holland 
campus can off er science labs so students 
would not h'ave to travel to Allendale for 
their labs. Grand Valley may also offer day 
classes, which is ideal for second-shift 
workers or first year students. 
If Grand Valley secures a site on the 
desired east side of Holland, it would be 
near "major transportation arteries," pro-
viding convenjence for students who com-
mute from other cities. 
2 • . ~b,_ ~~ntt,o~n-~. .. . -·· .. . . NEWS Thursday,. O~fober 24, 1996 
Arboretllfu. expansio,n . to beautify 
and: :pro*e.ct Grand···Val·ey . ' campus i: 
BY C.D. BURGE 
SPORTS EDITOR 
next fall. 
Regardless of when it would be 
finished, making use of the area . 
Plans to expand the Grand was paramount. Valley Arboretum to the "We knew that we wanted to eastern edge of the ravine do something nice with that land 
overlook pathway are underway. space," said Scott Herron, .the 
The arboretum, which has Arboretum intern who has been 
encompassed the area between working with VanSteeland on the 
the western ravine and the Little project. ''It was a nice· way to 
Mac bridge, will now reach to the preserve the campus and make it 
far east ravine, just behind Au into a place that future 
Sable Hall. administrations won't build on." 
The current plans for · The western portion, however, 
expansion, which begin in 1997, was begun for drastically 
include planting many more trees different reasons. 
and flowers; adding benches, · "We .were beginning a 
tables, and protecting, existing recycling program,'' VanSteeland 
meadowland. said. "We were implementing 
According to Vice President of paper recycling, so we agreed to 
Administration and Finance plant one tree for each ton of 
Ronald VanSteeland, there were recycled paper." 
many reasons to add on to the The program, which began in 
existing arboretum. 1989, had 33 trees dedicated in 
'This expansion is a wonderful its first year of operation. It was 
plan in · many ways," said not specified whether the new 
VanSteeland, head of the project. 
"It will provide a beautiful 
environment for both study and 
the community, plus it will be 
great opportunity for biology and 
. botany students," he added. 
When the expansion is 
completed, the arboretum will be 
a six-acre site, with several new 
pergolas, entrance arbors, 
walkways, and a pond. 
The flora will be entirely 
indigenous to Michigan, and will 
see the completion of the western 
side of the Arboretum in that 
fashion. As for the eastern side, 
initial planting will begin, but the 
area will not be finished until 
Student Senate discusses money 
BY TAMMY NtCOLEN 
STAFF WRITER 
A t the last Student Senate rneeti ng on Oct. 1 7, dividing the budget was 
the topic of discussion. 
First on the agenda, · Aaron 
Hubner, vice president of 
political action, was elected to 
the Women's Commission. 
The remainder of the meeting 
was "a money meeting," as 
tenned by president James Class. 
A reserve request for 
CinemaTech for $1,000 was 
submitted. A secondary reserve 
request was also submitted by the 
Amateur Radio Council, (Harn 
Radio) for $3,300. 
A new organizational budget 
was also developed for 
Crossroads, Grand Valley's 
commuter club, for $1,930. 
The next general assembly will 
be held Oct. 24 at 4:30 p.m., and 
is open to all. Student Senate will 
focus on the facilities fee. 
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section will follow the same 
program. 
The expansion will be funded 
by the Campus Beautification 
Fund, · which encompasses the 
left-over funds from bigger 
building and recreational 
projects. 
Plans for classes will be 
another important factor in the 
expansion, as the Biology 
department will utilize the space 
for study and · examination in 
their programs. In addition, one 
Botany student will be assigned 
each semester to the Arboretum 
as an intern. The Arboretum 
project will not be at full 
development for some time. 
.9 
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LET THE BICYCLE-TIIERAPISTS 
"This is the Jcind of project that 
wilf probabiy never be finished," 
VanSteel~d said. "It will take 20 
or 30 years before these trees 
reach full maturity, but the fact 
that it is being done will make the 
difference for the future." 
AT THE HIGHWHEELEREASE·YOUR PAIN! 
highwheeler 
5430 Northland NE 
Grand Rapids 
365-BIKE 
www.highwheeler.com 
e-mail: wheel@highwheeler.com 
SAFE SEX 
REALLY PAYS! 
You could win $10,000 in the Second Annual 
"Ufdtyles Condoms and Safer Sex" Yldeo Contest! 
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BY ROBBIN MELTON. 
EDITOR . •· 
, 'And they shall beat 
. their pots and pans 
' into "printing press-
es, and weave their cloth into 
protest banners," stated Dr. 
Be~nice Sandler at tJte clqse of 
her speeches during the official 
start of the Women's 
Commission. 
"N aiions of women· shall Ii ft up 
their .voices.with natfons Qf other 
women even though they· suffer 
when they shotild'be rewarded:" 
Oct. 17 and 18 marked the 
beginnin·g 'of · the Women's 
Commission in which Dr. 
Sandler gave ·several l~tures to . 
: . faculty, staff and . students of the 
. Grand . -Valley . • community., . 
Several issues that were· 
addressed pertained to achieving 
an utopian state in society, chilly 
classroom environments, -.yomen 
in higher education, 
discrimination and harassment. 
· and· increasing the progress of 
better treatment of women. 
"This should be a place where 
there is more justice, not less; 
inore courtesy, .not Jess; where 
discussion and_arguinent can take · 
place civilly," stated President 
Lubbers at the initiation of the 
commission. According to President 
"The ' establishment of the Lubbers, the . Women's 
W<>men's Commission is one Commission _plans to not only 
more step in guaranteeing more • recognize the insubordinate 
justice," · he · added. President ' treatment of ·women on campus, 
· Lubbers appealed to · · those but to improve . upon the 
present to "go to work, and make treatment of women as well. 
it work." . In his speech at the initiation of 
Dr . . Sandler also held an the comm1ss10n, Lubbers 
informal student discussion in mentioned perception· versus 
which students' concerns ·were . reality, networking, ass'isting 
·addressed during a Q&A forum traditional and non-traditional 
and a teaching workshop to female students, conditions of · 
dev.elop-effective teaching skills. · ·operation ' of lesbian women, 
Having direct involvement with special action taken ·based on 
women's issues since 1969, Dr. gender, and claiifying'definitions 
Sandler used research foundings of _discn"lhination against women, 
from her book "The Chilly and · whether or not_ it really 
<:lassroom Climate" as a occurs on campus. 
guideline for the Grand Valley "When discrimination occurs 
community to fotlow. . ~ on campus, I'll do all I ·can to 'set 
Although the majority of the i~ aside," said-~si~ent Lubbers._ 
text research was based on white, "There · shouldn't be aiiy 
middle-class men · and women, political basis to discriminate 
Dr. Sandler was very careful in based on gender, race, or 
including all women and men in orientation." 
her discussions, making noOO. that Dr. Sandler also discussed the 
minorities are treated markedly treatmenf,:~f female faulty and 
different than non-minorities. Dr. staff niefu.bers,_-of Grand Valley 
. ; . . . . ~ 
Sandler also stated that 20 to 30 and coping strategies "to combat 
percent of female undergraduates harassment and discrimination 
reported sexual harassment from problerµs encountered on the job. 
faculty/staff, and 70 to 90 percent Coalitions between the.Women's 
of · female undergraduates Commission and-minority groups 
reponed student-to-student was also addressed. · 
sexual harassment. "This is truly a generation of 
. change," sai~ Dr. Sandler. "The 
impact . of the women's 
movement will be as great as the 
impact . -of . the · Industrial 
re.volution. · Women are learning 
the: politics of power, ·and the 
po~er of change:· This school 
and natio_n will.;never be the 
. same. · Language,. shapes our 
thoJJg)Jts. Peopie understand ·the 
power of language. People are 
very · aware that _-women are 
shifting the balance of power." 
Other areas of future focus will 
incJude recommendations for the 
commission, conducting another 
climate study, and addressing the . 
concern {pr improving 
confjdence levels of female 
freshmen. 
According to , Lubbers, the 
Women's. Commission, a 
permanent ~rganization on 
campus, was established to 
identify issues of concern to 
women, coordinate efforts to 
· improve the campus for women, 
target . specific • issues to be 
addressed, and to monitor their 
progress. As it fulfills its. role, the 
commission can ensure an 
environment that is spportive of 
all women's rights at Grand 
Valley. 
· All future plans for the 
commission are still pending. 
G. VSU Collegians for Life invite the Grand Valley community 
and the general public to 
attend a pa~ei" discussion on 
October 30 in Room 123 of 
Manitou·Hall at 7 p.m. on 
''.Partial-Birth Abortion: 
Exposing the _Truth." Panel 
members· include Tracy , 
Knoth, president of Grand 
rapids Right to Life, Dr. 
Laurence·Bums1 chairman of 
department of OB/GYN, and 
Dr. Tirn ~uphy. A q&a peri-
od will follow. 
The YWCA will be opening the Nurse Examiner Program 
. (NEP) on Nov. 1st. The free-
standing ·program is the first 
of its kind in· the state of 
Michigan, and provides on-
call medical legal exams:by 
specially trained ·nurses. 
Exams are available to vic-
tims of sexual assault over 14 
years of age. The Grand 
Rapids YWCA is located at 
25 Sheldon Blvd. SE; and 
can be reached at 459-4681. 
Victims can access NEP 
· through 91 i or the Rape 
. Cril!iS Line at 776-RAPE. 
What kind of food do you want at Kirkhof? 
" No.t,ono.\ ?
d 'r ro.nch\~e sron 
We are considering major changes in food senice at ICirkhof and need your input. 
Please take a few minutes to tell us what you want. Return your completed survey to a cashier at the 
River Cafe in Kirkhof Louie's at Kleiner or the Food Court in the Commons and receive a FREE MEDIUM DRINK! 
, ~ . 
11 Are you: 
Student: CJ live in residence hall 
CJ Uve In on-campus apartment 
CJ Uve off-campus 
CJ Faculty CJ Stoff · 0 Other 
21 In a typical school or work week. how many days (out 
of 51 are you on campus during the following meal 
times? (Circle one number on each line.I 
al Breakfast o l 2 3 4 5 days/wk 
bl Lunch O 1 2 3 4 5 days/wk 
cl Dinner O 1 2 . 3 4 5 days/wk 
31 On days when you are on campus during lunch time, 
how many days a week do you do any of the following: 
(fill In number of daysl 
al bring lunch from home 
bl buy lunch of GVSU 
cl buy lunch off campus 
di skip lunch 
el eot at the Laker Buffet 
__ days/wk 
__ days/wk 
__ days/wk 
_days/wk 
_days/wk 
4) When you buy lunch, what do you usually spend? 
0 less than $2 0 $2 - $3 0 $3 . $4 
0$4-$5 0$5-$6 0Morethan$6 
O I don't buy lunch CJ I bring lunch 
51 How often do you buy breakfast on campus? 
0 5 times/wk CJ rarely 
0 3-4 times/wk CJ never 
0 1 · 2 times/wk 
• 
, ,;r 
61 How often do you typically buy dinner on campus? 
O 5 times/wk , CJ rarely 
CJ 3-4 times/wk CJ never 
CJ l - 2 times/wk 
, 
n Stations In food courts can use name brands (such as 
·.. Pizza Hut) or house bra.nds. For each type of food listed 
below circle 1, 2 or 3 to Indicate whether you would 
prefer Kirkhof use a name brand, house brand or if it 
doesn't matter to you. 
Type of Food Name House Doesn't 
Brand Brand Matter 
Hamburgers 2 3 
(e.g. Burger Kingl 
Pizza 2 3 
(e.g. Pizza Hut) 
Soup & Sondwich 2 3 
(e.g. Subway) 
Mexican 2 3 
(e.g. Taco Belll 
Chicken 2 3 
{e.g. KFCI 
• 
8. If you cc;iuld choose to have any three name brand 
franchises at Kirkhof, which three would you choose? 
(Rank highest preference #1) 
11 
2) 
3 
91 If national brand items of the following types 
were available at Kirkhof. how often do you 
_. think you would purchase them? 
Rare! Occasional! Oft 
Hamburgers/Fries i--- ..... ----+---4 
Pizza 
Pasta 
Oriental Foods 
Chicken 
Mexican Foods 
Soups/Salads 
Gourmet Coffee 
Bakery Items 
Frozen Yogurt 
Dell Sandwiches 
Other {specify): ________ _ 
,~,, 
MiDZUM D&Zffk 
All you have to do is complete this 
survey and return it to a cashier at 
time of purchase. Offer good at. 
~ The River Cafe in Kirkhof 
~ LoUie's at Kleiner 
~ The Food Court in the Commons 
F'98 drink f'fld88fT1Sble only at lime of survey 
subroission for one msdl1.1n fountain drink. 
Offer~ November 1, 1196. 
Not valid with any ott,er promotion or dllcOunL 
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EsSAY BY H. BART MERKLE. VICE . differences in _thinking: -that ·can;' <' ~~, :i_'·fi'(S-,.f.At·;.t.:;;,.~:···~~p.;::;:;i/:·~1_ -~ dsed_··· __ ,. .... -:;.: ·.. ':,,-.,;r.:·,,: ~-~';~-· 
• ·t ~ ; • .. . ~ ~..: ••' ,-. . ,' '•. •'r , . .,t" ·, • 'J ' ~ 1. ,_.'' 1 J', I ''• ' 'ti',• ·' ·~•f 
PROVOST, DEAN OP_STIJDENTS create· conflict and disfumfort -~-~,~ '·.Lot;F.-, .. GoJnpl,ai~arit'./,,, "<·. :· .. . ' '.. . . ';' . 
within 'our campu~ community. re?Ort¥ ~P.J_' st?l.en'J ~~ -.· li~s-:; ~,y, .~t -D .. Corppl,ain~t 
A s you begin to read this · The important qµestion is,. b9w .. ~nloc~ .. vehicl~: Comp~atnant 1s. :-rc:~*'1 ·his wedding .ripg .s~len column, lam acutely should we, · as a · cam1;-us . a-~tudc~t. Open. · ·. tro~ ,' .. ~is ,l;Uls~ured vehicle. • .- aware that you are · community, handle · ·these C,ompl~nant, also _reported: his .. · Depa~ent of Public Safety 
''tuned" to thetadio station WII- inevitable .conflicts · .arid iourJ6. ·wallet_ stole~ from his unsec~red 'J'lp of the Week: , 
FM (i.e. What's In It For Me?). · discomforts? :.. ·.. .. ~sa~i4:,: C~pus _. ,West yehicle.:' · (:omplainiuit : is ~ 
Everything that students (and It seems to me that GVSU :cari · A~en .ts. . Complainant was stj;iden~ ;Open . . 
many faculty/staff) do these ·be a ·pleasant:- and effective yelHilg:-at si>me; strang~ · in the 
October, is Alcohol' Awareness 
Month! 
days seems t() revolve around learning community only ·if we . halJway~. The:suspe~i ;p~ hecfthe. 10/1.u,6 
this simple, yet rather.self- comtnit o_~rselves to the ~imple co~pl~in'ant i~to a:do0r.\ V~nt ' ~nion, Ravine ' .. Center. For ,a.drunk driving conviction: 
absorbii,g qu~tion. If the principle of ·"tt~ting-others the ~~ested .. Siis~t'is a ·student. \ Reporting_· · .Qfficer was • Up~~ 6.points.can _be added to 
answeds "yes, there is some- way we want others t<> treat-us." . Closed. '' . .. ·dispatched reference a tire. A your drh'.ing "record. · 
thing in it for me," then we pro- While this may :soUJtd a bit campus groundsman.stomped out ' • You may have your license 
.. ceed with the endeavor to reach "kindergarten~ish"to some,.·hlll Mlnorm,.P~lo _n,of Al~ol, the fire._ 9Pen. sus~nded_'for up to 6 months. 
the anticipated benefit. conyinced that · - it is the ~t D. .R~PQrti_n·g Officer ,, • Fi~ ·and-.to sts may exceed 
However, if the answer,is "no, foundation for the ambiance .of obseryed suspect lea-.:e ~ vebicle Larceny, Recre~fton CeDter. $80Q. 
there doesn't appear to be. our .. campus. Additionally, I ~~~ a ~ackpack an~ then retw:n Complainant re~rted someone .•Y~u could spend up to 90 days 
·anything in .it .for me," then _we , believe tl;lat the foHowing four w~thout a backpack. · Suspect had stolen his shoes from under a in jaiL · 
promptly cease investing: time corollaries to th¥ principle· are ~milted. to: tran~poitint aJcohol. . bench. Complainant is a student. • Your insuranc~ rates can 
and energy in the endeavor and important at our university: 1) · One cited. Suspect.is a student. Open. · double. 
move on to some~ing th~t, ~ Challenge and argue. ideas but , Drinking and drivi~g is a major 
. more promise for personal respect people; 2) Uphold your · l9,il3i96 · . ·.· · ._ . . ,. 10/15/96 . . . . . . . cause of death ·and injuries 
benefit.d ,,.suspe<;t:"' that ,j t .. is ... "rights'.' , .but in a ... courteous · ~l:(flall, Co~l~d . !f~. Yi_~tim Lan:eny, Lot M . . Complainant ~ong young peopie. Half of all 
appropriate to ·say .~adios" to DUll'lher;:3) Avoid-.anonymo~ .. o"'erdo~fro,m ,,,consumption of reported someone had stolen ' fatal crashes 'involve a driver 
some departing· readers at -this sniP,ing sin,ce..it is antithetical to alcoho). Victim was .treated by amplifiers and a speaker box ' who has been ~king. 
·point. the· notiori of community . and Life :.EMS. Victim is a student. from his vehicle. Complaina1_1t is . · 
So, _what does this have to do civility; and 4) · Be polite to 
with GVSU ~d your education? everyone even though you may 
As Dean Forest Armstrong_ not like everyone. 
suggested in his fascinating GVSU should be a place.where 
Convocation address this fall, . sharing, analyzing, challenging,· 
"the ability to see things from and arguing about ideas is .a 
multiple perspectives is central to routine part of · our campus 
education. Education comes from culture. In · a university 
inquiry-from the deceptively c,.ommunity where there are 
simple process of raising and divergent ways of knowing, 
answering questions ... but important questions and 
education goes beyond that...it confusing answers, there are 
engages us in questions of times that each of us needs to 
meaning and significance." have an open mind. This is 
Dean Armstrong's remarks essential for us to learn about 
drive right to the heart of the ideas ranging from academic 
"what's in it for me" syndrome of facts, concepts and theories to 
quick fixes, superficiality and issues such as politics, religion, 
easy learning. His assertions abonion, homosexuality, race, 
suggest to me that the rigorous class, gender, and, the list could 
inquiry found in· an academic go on and on. But ultimately, 
community should challenge us each of us must decide what we 
lO dig deeper within ourselves to think and why we think-what we 
answer such important questions think about these and many other 
as: can this idea teach me ideas and issues. Often, this 
anything?; what do I think about happens while people are 
it?; why should I care about this studying or working at the 
idea?; how and why is my univ~rsity. 
thinking about this idea similar or In the midst of all of this 
dissimilar to the thinking of thinking l!id deciding, can 
others?; why do I or don't I GVSU continue to be a campus 
care?; etc. · where · ideas are shared and 
At bottom, it is hard work to · argued with vehemence, where 
learn. Inquiry that prompts true people agree and disagree 
education requires the active, strongly yet where civility and 
engaged involvement of the human courtesy is never 
learner. One cannot be reticent or compromised? I think that 
passive at GVSU and derive the students and faculty/staff on our 
full educational benefit that the campus aspire to have Grand 
university offers. Yet, rigorous Valley be "special" in this way. 
inquiry and active involvement But more importantly, what do 
will reveal and · highlight you think? 
~ffl'~~ ~-~..,..,.----
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Erwin J. ~~as, . 
Libertarian Party" 
Background Information: 
• involved with .civic organizations 
• served on Grand Valley Co-op 
Credit Union's board of directors 
, • served on Medical Advisory 
: Council of Hospice . .· 
• attended Canisius College, State :@if, l 
University of New York ·at Buffalo,ll \Wf 
and Grand Valley State University* 
Platform: 
• downsize government within its 
constitutional limits 
• return to voters control of their 
lives 
Erwin J. Haas 
Ven:ion J. Ehlers, Republican 
-~ Party 
Background Information: 
• politically involvement sii:ice 1975 
• tenure of service in teaching, 
scientific research, and community 
service 
• recognized as leader in 
environmental, educational 
and public health issues 
• attended University of California 
at Berkeley, University of 
_ Heidelberg in Gennany 
• supporter of student loan and 
educational programs, foreign 
policy, national debt, balancing the 
budget and environmental issues 
''Probably the most important thing to college students is the stu-
dent loan program, .. said Ehlers. 
''Beyood that I think they should be concerned about foreign policy 
because if we get an incompetent president who can't handle 
international situations,· they may end up serving in the military. I 
think we should be very concerned about the national debt because 
right now_ every, student graduating from high school will have to pay 
$)85,000 jusronilitercst of the national debt." 
All information was collected from candidate headquaners and/or 
through interviews. ' For further · infonnation, contact Kent County 
Clerk Elections ~ent at 336-3924. 
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OoR· V1e·w 
~Don't -wast'e ·· y.our. v~t-e-
In less th~ two weeks, it.will be time for us to vote. Everywhere you turn, you are bombarded 'alld blasted with · · t~levision, radio and literary ad campaig~s for presidential, 
senatorial, and other congressional candidates. You can pick 
either Democrat, Republicari, or'Refonn parties. The choice is 
yours, and remember that; ·the choice is yours. 
A lot of us will say that our votes don't count, that it doesn't 
matter if we vote this year because ~ore are no lesser of two 
evils, or three evils if we include Perot, from which to choose. We 
say it's all a· lost cause anyway, so \\(by bother? 
You should;bother because it is an.opportunity for you to not 
only participate by castingybur vote for who you deem worthy of 
public office, but it is also a way for you to set an example for 
your peers. Especially for those who don't take the time to cast 
their ballots, but have P1e audacity to complain about the state of · 
affairs our local, regional, and national governments are in. . 
Thin~ of voting like a drivers lic.ense . .Neither of these are your 
right, they are your privilege. Thousands ofpeople all around the 
world are imprisoned or murdered because they are fighting 
against the denial of their voting privileges. But then again, why 
should we care? That's them, this is us ... or is it just the American 
way? 
-Ar~ students being 
ignored? 
Isn't it ironic that Grand Valley can expand here, build there, , increase this, invest in that,. but they can't solve simple housing problems? Granted some of these problems may not 
seem all that important to some, it is to the student who has to 
• deal with it ... alone. And apparently, that is exactly how many 
students feel. 
What happened to the nunuring liberal arts community that 
·Grand Valley professed to be once upon a time? Or have we 
gotten ourselves too wrapped up in competitive enrollment rates; 
bigger, more beautiful, and better buildings; more off-site 
locations? When did Grand Valley stop caring about its students? 
And why? Are we no longer the desired demographic consumer 
that Grand Valley once thirsted for? Have our GPAs fallen too 
low, are our sports teams not good enough anymore, do park 
illegally just a little top much? Why have we been forsaken? 
With the onslaught of the Women's Commission, suffice it to 
say that we may one day need a "Student's Commission," to 
address the concerns of students on Grand Valley's campus. 
Heavens knows there seems to be a phantom "Facilities 
Commission,'' whose needs are addressed and promptly 
respond~ to each day. 
We know. Our purpose here at this institution is to learn, to 
. absorb, to grow spiritually, emotionally and intellectually. We are 
here to earn our degrees, to gain a little bit of knowledge and 
experience, and to enjoy our time here while it lasts. But wait a 
minute! Our needs were addressed! We did get a prompt response 
to an ongoing problem! We got a 50 cent wage increase! 
Maybe that's our problem, the wage increase was enacted by 
the federal government. So what.do we do about all of our other 
problems, like housing, parking, lack of a phone directory, proper 
lighting at the crosswalks, inadequate number of e-mail terminals, 
etc. Maybe we should just sit back and wait for the fairy 
godmother to come down, swoop her magic wand over us, and 
make our problems just go away. It could be as easy as that! And 
may just be an even quicker solution than waiting for 
administration or Student Senate to arrive at a happy median. 
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ON#MIT? 
Campus Concerns 
Alumnus en·courages ratio~ale and logic 
S ince there is no magazine · on campus whi_ch presents opinions or essays 
regularly enough--or for me, 
frequ_ently enough--1 can turn 
only to the op/ed of the lanthom. 
I wrote opinion, 'but I really 
hope for informed opinion. Not 
spiteful opinion, or opinion with 
no support. The last spate of 
Letters has not lived up to his; 
but the paper can print only the 
best of what it actually receives. 
It would be easy to pillory Mr. 
Haff's letter on homosexuals. I 
didn't understand the connection 
of homosexuality to teenage 
abonion; many people who find 
the thought of homosexuality 
distasteful will still be puzzled 
when they compare his portrayal 
ofthem as monsters of iniquity to 
the mild-eyed gays they actualiy 
know. And, even though I an a 
Christian, it beats me how noo-
Christians are supposed to be 
convinced by the s~pport of 
ffiblical passages. Is there no 
non-Biblical evidence that 
homosexuality is wrong to do? 
The Mr. Haff would have spoken 
to a wider audience. 
But I am more disturbed by the 
response to Haff's opinions so 
much as they attacked Mr. Haff. I 
frankly find the impugning of his 
intelligence and behavior 
especially hypocritical. When 
you claim a man is a fool, you let 
your audience assume that you, 
well, aren't. Or at least not as 
foolish. By resorting to cheap ad 
hominem attacks, Mr. Haff's 
detractors gave us the sorry 
spectacle of people claiming to 
be inferior. Discreet silence 
would have been more damning 
of Haff. 
Who is the worse; the man who 
kicks the dog because he knows 
no better, or the man who knows, 
but kicks it anyway? 
Anyway, let's put aside cheap 
rhetoric and encourage people to 
give us reasons for accepting or 
rejecting homosexuality, if the 
esteemed Editor allows it to 
continue. These are more fence-
sitters than the partisans on either 
side may realize--or admit. 
-Kirk Speaks, alumnus 
Computer lab assistant regrets choice of words; explains 
difference between 'mongloid gimp' and 'mongloid gimp' 
Please do not be saddened by 
my apparently childish and 
unnecessary statements. It was 
never my intention to hurt the 
feelings of The lanthorn staff, or 
anyone else for that matter. I 
really do feel t~rrible about the 
whole thing. I would like to 
explain myself. Robbin Melton ·s 
definition of "mongoloid gimp" 
is correct in all accounts, but I 
wish to have something made 
clear. I had written "mongloid 
gimp" which takes on a different 
meaning. "Mongloid" itself, 
unfortunate on my part, is not in 
any dictionary. I had made an 
error in spelling and did not even 
know it. The work "mong" 
however does, and means 
anything from "a mixture of meal 
for domestic animals" to "a 
mongrel dog". From the first 
definition, that · some other 
dictionary pointed out, it could 
mean any son of dog food. I had 
used "mongloid" because that is 
how I heard it when I was called 
"mongloid gimp". The. term 
''gimp")s . al.so correct, I prefer to 
• < I l , , ,-
use the more colorful meaning of 
"a slovenly, overweight, middle-
aged, white male dressed in an all 
leather black suit with only 
apparent opening for the eyes and 
mouth". Much akin to the 
character in Pulp Fiction. As I 
said, I am extremely sorry about 
the confusion, but, alas, such 
things do occur in life. I suppose 
the is why retractions are made. 
However. I would like to make 
a point. Let us suppose that I did 
say "mongoloid gimp". It is not 
necessarily a racist, prejudicial 
slur. The common meaning of 
both words implies that the tenn 
means "an ornamental flat braid 
or round cord used as a trimming 
having the characteristics of a 
major racial stock native to 
Asia." So despite whatever was 
said, no matter what spelling was 
used, it solely depends on intent. 
I feel terrible that what I had said 
was taken of out of context. The 
"original" letter, the one I gave 
The lanthorn, not the one 
printed, I believe bad a sarcastic 
and biting tone, not an evil 
racist/prejudicial tone. So 
would like Robbin Melton to 
clearly understand this, I am 
sorry that someone who says "It's 
too bad tha, human nature. only 
aHows us to focus on the bad and 
the ugly," would automatically 
assume I was a racist bastard-
hole. 
,· 
I would like to continue this 
conversation with The Lanthom. 
but I feel that it is going nowhere. 
Why do you ask? Because of the 
several absurd and contradictory 
statements made in the "Woes of 
lab assistants are addressed, but 
no reaction" article. If you are 
interested, please contact m~ 
anytime. Oh yes, in light of 
several comments I feel that I 
should make the foHowing 
disclaimer: These views about 
life, the universe, and everything 
are mine. If they coincide with 
my current employers or with 
any living, dead or undead-oid 
type being would surprise the 
hell out of me. 
-Fred Baksik 
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Campus Concerns 
Professor challenges students to. take responsibility 
Iwould no more trust my mind · to college professors. than I would trust my soul to TV 
evangelists. Both sets of talkers 
are selling themselves as much as 
their messages. 
All of these added · graduation 
requirements are said to be for 
the good of the students. Perhaps. 
They also happen to promote the 
pet projects of interested faculty. 
Maybe there is rust on my 
antenna, because when I look at 
the general education courses, I 
hear battle hymns from,, Ms. 
Magazine. Not too long ago it 
was males who were accused of 
thinking that sex is everything. 
·' Why am I saying this? In my 
27 years at Grand Valley, I have 
wat~hed a steady rise in the 
· requirements for graduation. The 
'. : number of credits hours for 
majors has gone from 30 to 36 to 
. 38+. The number of cognate and 
/ . SWS courses keeps going up. 
·· · The number of hodge-podge, 
_. . . hydra-headed general education 
courses is totally out of control. 
Whenever one course is cut, two 
new courses appear. 
Grand Valley says that a 
student can graduate in eight 
semesters with 120 credit hours. 
To do so now, however, many 
students must sacrifice most/all 
of their electives. I think this is 
wrong. Electives should be the 
Crossroads encouraged to 
be more than silent majority 
lam a junior, non-traditional commuting student in my first semester at Grand 
Valley, and I would like to sing 
the praises of a group that has 
helped to bring some meaning to 
my life here. That group is 
Crossroads, the commuter 
student organization. 
I commuted at my old school 
in New Jersey, and never became 
involved in campus life at all. I 
went to my classes, studied in a 
comer of the library, and went 
home. I fear that is the way most 
commuters here conduct their 
lives, never finding out the wide 
array of services and events on 
campus that are available to 
them. 
Through Crossroads, I'm now 
an active member in an 
organization, I worked at the 
Renaissance Festival, I've 
attended Student Senate 
meetings, I've worked with other 
students to try to make life easier 
for commuters, and I've made 
friends. Even if other students 
either don't want to or aren't 
able to get as involved as I have, 
Crossroads can still help them. 
It's a forum for them to air their 
concerns and a way for them to 
find out about services they may 
not be aware of. 
I recently watched as a large 
percentage of the Crossroads' 
budget was shot down by 
Student Senate, and it seemed to 
me that the majority of the sena-
tors did not understand how dif-
ferent commuter students arc. 
They made a big point of the 
fact that we're a majority, but 
they don't know who we arc. I 
think Crossroads should be 
encouraged to become the voice 
of this unknown, silent majority. 
-Michelle Bollenbach 
_heart of a liberal arts education. 
What can be done to stop the 
graduation requirement creep? 
The faculty created the problem, 
so don't expect correction from 
any currlculum committee. This 
leaves the Student Senate, the 
only body on campus that is 
100% for students. 
The Student Senate can stop . 
graduation requirement creep if it 
will debate arid pass a resolution 
such as this:. "resolved-no more 
than 90 of the 120 credit hours 
for graduation may be mandated 
by university requirements." 
If the Student Senate recovers 
30 hours of electives, what 
courses should a student talce? 
Here are three of my favorites: 
Classical Greek Drama. 
The ancient playwrights show 
us that human conflict is ever the 
same. 
Shakespeare. 
Shakespeare is the greatest 
wordsmith of the English 
l~guage. He is also awritei' with 
J ,000 voices. A professor in 
Texas argues that Shakespeare 
was a woman. If a sex change 
will net her .a larger audience, 
then cheers for Ms. Shakespeare. 
Mark Twain. 
Mark Twain is our Chaucer. 
His writing captures the spirit, 
wit, and rhythms of American 
English. We are all his children. 
. He should be read often and out 
loud. 
Ask others about their favorite 
courses and then, students, you 
choose. The important point here 
is that a fair number of electives 
should be a guaranteed part of the 
Grand Valley experience. 
On my way out (I'm retiring in 
December), I offer this 
benediction: take charge of your 
electives, students. Don't leave 
your education to us. 
-John Batchelder 
Professor Political Science 
e ~omosexual .agenba 
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Don't let yourself 
be Used and Abused 
If you know about a hazing .incident, STOP IT! 
'; . <,.' 
/. 
., 
Reg ,91: it to your leadership 
·-. 
~- ',; ,, . 
Report1t to the Student t~ Office 
~{~}-
Let others Know! · 
If you are unable to do that, 
DON'T Support Hazing 
DON'T Participate in Hazing 
DON'T Allow it to happen to 
You or Others 
Be a part of the Solution 
rather than the Problem 
Hazing Incident Forms available in the 
Student Life Office 895-2345 
If you are wondering if it is Hazing or not, 
check sec. 221.00 of the Student C de 
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al_ternatives to -alcoh·o·1 
Phoebe ~ng explains how all people are stereotyped-In ~edl~ -Photo by Mandy Heiler. 
-Lecturer._discusses ne.gative ·imp~ct -0f 
television images and stereotypes 
BY LISA BRINK 
STAFF.WRITER 
Phoebe Eng, in a lecture last week, showed listeners the many ways that television 
and print media can affect their 
ways of thinking. 
"The Great Seduction: Media's 
Bid for Our Hearts And Minds" 
was brought to campus by Ideas 
and Issues with support from the 
School of Communications. 
Eng began her discussion by · 
explaining television's'impact on 
people's lives. The average 
American spends seven years of 
his/her life watching television, 
Eng said. 
Eng discussed the changing 
roles of certain television 
characters, notably Superman. 
"The Superman of the 1950's, for 
example, stood for truth, justice, 
and the American way, while the 
Supennan of the 1990's stands 
for smaller ideas, like rescuing 
Lois Lane," said Eng. 
According to Eng, 
programmers use three formulas 
when airing television shows. 
The first of these is the 18-minute 
plot, during which 30-minute 
sitcoms or news programs 
dedicate 18 minutes of air time to 
the plot of the program. 
The second fonnula, the Bam-
Bam Theory, involves the use of 
conflict to make programs more 
sensational and interesting. Eng 
said that this theory has become 
_especially evident in news 
programs, which focus on people 
such as Minister Louis 
Farrakhan, the leader of the 
Million Man March, and the Los 
Angeles riots. 
The final formula, Learned 
Icons of Media Reality, shows 
the differences between people 
from the programmer's point of 
view. Asian-American men, for 
John Ball Zoo goes boo 
BY ANNE COOPER 
STAFF WRITER 
, , The Zoo Goes Boo 
with WGVU" will be 
held Oct. 24 to 26, 
from 5 to 8 p.m., and is 
sponsored by WGVU-TV 35, 
WGVK-TV 52, and John Ball 
Zoo. 
"It's the fifth year for the event, 
but it's the first year that WGVU 
is sponsoring it under this title," 
said Promotion Producer for 
West Michigan Public 
Broadcasting, Joyce Irvine. 
Previously known as "Boo at 
the Zoo," sponsors are 
"expecting a sellout crowd of 
7,500 trick-or-treaters," 
continued Irvine. The event was 
described as "three nights of fun, 
safe trick-or-treating." 
Each particpant will receive a 
bag when they enter the zoo to 
collect goodies as they tour 14 
treat stations. The aquarium and 
herpetarium will also be open to 
visitors 
Irvine stressed that everyone is 
welcome, but that everyone 
needs to buy a ticket in order to 
receive a bag; they should not 
bring their own bags. 
Members of GVSU sororities 
Alpha Omicron Pi and Alpha 
Beta Chi, and fraternities Delta 
Sigma Phi and Alpha Sigma Phi, 
will serve as volunteers. 
"They will be passing out 
treats and guiding kids. Some 
will be wearing costumes and 
escorting characters," said Irvine. 
Entertainment, arranged by 
WGVU, will include PBS 
characters such as Lamb Chop 
from Lambchop's Play-Along, 
The Magic School Bus's Ms. 
Frizzle, Razz from The Reppies 
(Oct. 25 only), and ABC-13's 
Bozo. There will also be 
musicians, jugglers, and animal 
handlers. 
Tickets may be purchased in 
advance at John Ball Zoo, or at 
any Walgreens store in the West 
Michigan area. 
Anyone interested in 
volunteering for the event may 
contact Joyce Irvine at WGVU. 
Her phone number is 895-
6787. 
example, are depicted as evil or 
successful heroes, but never as 
typical people, while Asian 
women are seen as passive and 
silent. 
African-American men are 
also victims of Learned Icons of 
Media Reality when depicted "as 
the criminal or as the deadbeat 
father," as seen in a slide of O.J. 
Simpson on the cover of Time 
Magazine after the creative 
director had darkened Simpson's 
face for a more sinister 
appearance. 
Programmers also have ideal 
views of how men and women 
should look and act. Eng showed 
slides ofTori Spelling as the ideal 
body-type. Men are stereotyped 
as possessors of strength and 
heroism, and lacking in feeling or 
emotion 
"Everybody suffers from this 
cardboard-cutout image," said 
Eng. 
BY ANNE COOPER 
STAFF WRITER 
A lcohol Awareness Week, sponsored by Natural High, promoted 
responsible drinking and 
distributed facts about alcohol 
last week. 
According . to Natural High 
Coordinator Angie Kemer, "it's 
· geared toward not drinking. Our 
goal is to get them [students] to 
be responsible drinkers." · 
One activity was a "quiz table' 
set .up last Monday, Wednesday, 
and Friday. 
"We had a quiz, and attached to 
the quiz was a fact sheet with all 
the answers. Our goal was just to 
get them to read throug~ the facts 
and learn something," said 
Kerner. 
A Perspectives on Alcohol 
forum also took place last 
Tuesday. Kerner said that ,some 
of the guests included a person 
who had been hit by a drunk 
driver, a recovering alcoholic, a 
Public Safety representative, and 
a Counseling Center 
representative. The forum 
allowed students and other 
attendees to ask questions and 
discuss issues. Kemer said she 
was pleased with the results of 
the event. 
"If we've gotten just a couple 
people to read through the facts 
and learn something, I think it's 
been successful," said Kerner. 
The Natural High Staff also 
sponsors two "All-Nighters" 
each semester at the Recreation 
Center. The first "AII-N:ighter" 
will be held Nov. 2, which is also 
Siblings Weekend. Students are 
invited to bring their brothers and 
sisters. 
Activites include virtual reality 
sponsored by Major Campus 
Activities, sumo wrestling by 
Student Organization Network, 
and a comedian sponsored by 
STAGE. 
The second ".All-Nighter" will 
be on Dec. 7, the weekend before 
finai exams,. and will pro;id~ an 
opportunity for students to take a 
break from studying. 
"All-Nighters" are from lO 
p.m. to 2 a.m., are free to 
students, and are designed to give 
students an alternative to 
drinking. On Siblings Weekend, 
siblings will be able to attend free 
of charge as well. 
In December, Drunk Driving 
Awareness Month, staff will pass 
out red ribbons for M.A.D.D 
during Red Ribbon Week. 
Career Services 
Health Career Day 
welcomes all 
students 
BY GINGER LANG 
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF CAREER 
SERVICES 
Mark your calendars now for 
Grand Va!Jey's Health Career 
Day, sponsored by Career 
Services. 
The event will be held on 
Tuesday, October 29, in the 
Kirkhof Center. Representatives 
will be available to speak with 
students between 11 a.m. and 3 
p.m. 
The participating organizations 
include hospitals, medical 
centers, rehabilitation facilities, 
home health care, public health, 
and professional schools. 
Physical Therapy and 
Physician Assistant graduate 
students and seniors in other 
· majors in the job market over th 
next year are urged to approac 
· these employers concerning jo 
opportunities, salaries and fring 
benefits. Since many 
organizations will actually b 
accepting employmen 
applications, students who hav 
resumes should bring them an 
dress accordingly. 
Freshmen, sophomores, and 
juniors will find the event a goo 
source of information abou 
various careers in these settings. 
Although the focus is on heal 
careers, many of th 
organizations will be represente 
by human resources personnel. 
They may have infonnation o 
administrative or other function 
within their organizations or may 
be able to suggest the name of 
contact who can answer you 
questions. 
Upcoming Campus Events 
10/25 
The Gambia National Troupe will perform at Louis 
Armstrong Theatre 
10/25 
Health Recreation and Wellness will hold its first 
Natural High All Nighter from IO p.m. to 2 a.m in 
the Rec Center 
10/26 
Comedians Pauley Shore and John Pinetti 
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Bieb·er, $peaks ~t 
scholarship -luncheon 
·• ·GVSU scholarship recipients and 
donors are provided the opportunzty 
to match faces with names 
BY LAURIE NOORDYKE 
STAFF WRITER 
0 wen Bieber, former United Auto Workers president, spoke at a 
scholarship luncheon on Oct 16 
at ·Grand Valley's Eberhard 
Center. 
"I couldn't afford to go to 
college when I was young," 
Bieber said. Establishing a 
scholarship fund that has enabled 
95 students to_ attend GVSU was 
his way to ·make sure others did 
nott miss out on the importance 
of an education. 
Bieber, a native of Dorr, 
established a scholarship in 1987 
· for members of the UAW and 
their families. A 3.5 or better 
grade point average is required. 
· "I came from a poor family 
and didn't have a lot of 
opportunities," Bieber told a 
group of approximately 160 
students, parents, and scholarship 
donors. The first-full time job he 
had was weeding onions for ten 
cents an hour. He rode his bicycle 
to the field and worked ten hours 
a day, six days a week. The 
money he earned was used to buy 
school clothes. He wanted to go 
to college, but he had no extra 
money. 
Bieber became president of 
the UAW in 1983. This was also 
the year that he received an 
honorary degree from GVSU. 
In 1984, while Bieber was 
serving on Chrysler's board of 
directors, Chrysler awarded a 
$5000 scholarship to each board 
member's graduating university. 
Knowing he held· an honorary 
degree from Grand Valley, the 
fact that he was the only member 
of the board without a college 
degree didn't bother Bieber. 
Bieber stated that he had 
received numerous letters from 
students stating that without his 
help, they would not have been 
able to attend college. 
The students who were 
recipients of this year's Owen F. 
Bieber Scholarships are: David 
Dishaw, Dawn Schneider, '. 
Camille Shotwell, Stefanie ,'., .. .,. ~, 
Studenka, Andrea Voight, and / · · · 
Alison Wieber. ·' · 
Bieber said he hopes he can , ,, 
continue to ''tell the story of how '.' _ 
imporiant scholarships are and· ,,k ..
how important it is to set up 
scholarships here at . Grand .. _. 
Valley." .il ;,_v 
While Bieber was the guest C"r ,,. .
speaker at the luncheon, there ~ -
was also a number of other 1tf 
scholarship donors in the ?1 
audience. Among them was § 
Keith 'fyrell, a representative for ~1'~ 
Consumer Credit Association of ,,ef 
. j/_,;· , 
Greater Grand Rapids Inc. who f'.,:,.,, 
donates four scholarships ,,,. · ' 
annually. Tyrell hopes recipients 
will eventually be employed in. 
the business industry. 
"It was neat to hear how 
[Bieber] lived as a kid," said 
business student Bradley 
McClure, a recipient of a $500 
renewable Stephenson 
Foundation Scholarship. 
"The students really 
appreciate the help from the 
scholarships," he added. 
Partial-Birth Abortion: 
What to call it? 
D&E? 
Dilation and Extraction? 
Delivery and Execution? 
Medical Procedure? 
Infanticide? 
Presentations by Tracy Knoth, GR Right Life 
Dr. Tim Murphy 
Dr. Lawrence Burns 
Wed. , Oct. 30, 7:00 p.m. 
123 Manitou Hall 
FALL, from Page 9 
providing students with fun on-
· campus-activities. 
RHA member Tom 
.McGough wants students to 
· know that "RHA programs can· 
. _be social, not· just educational." 
Fall Fest supports this year's 
·. h:ousing theme; "Unity Through 
Community" because it provides 
·a11 on-campus dwellers with a 
gathering place to meet their 
fellow neighbors: 
"Fali Fest gets the word out 
· on· the organiz.ation,'' said Vice-
president .Josh FrigmanskL 
· "it's an opportunity. to get 
our organization out from behind 
. .. 
. the scenes and put RHA's name 
out around campus," said 
Frigmanski. 
RHA plans to spread the 
word by posting flyers all over 
campus starting next week. 
Afraid that you won't be. able to 
find your way? Don't worry, 
RHA has it covered; multiple 
. ( 
rainbow colored chalk drawings 
will mysteriously appear a few 
days before Fall Fest directing 
you to your destination. 
Executive board member 
Chris Sligh said this is a chance 
for students to relax. 
"If you want to kick back, 
unwind, and get live at the same 
time," then come to Fall Fest, 
Sligh urged. 
If you like free food, 
dancing, and meeting-new people 
then it's time that you consider 
gracing Fall Fest with your 
presence. 
Don't hibernate just yet, 
Grand Valley. Fall is still with us, 
so we might as well celebrate 
because winter isn't here ... yet! 
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Amateur radi·o enthusiasts .take their communication to the sea 
• The GVSU organization contacts many other "Hams" in North and South_America 
BY MARY GRAFF 
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR 
It's all about setting up the right gear and temporary antennae in a strange location 
and "hamming it up." 
Nobody knows when.Amateur 
Radio oper,ators were first called 
"Hams" but this fonn of commu-
nication is as old as the history of 
radio itself. According to local 
ARRL (American Radio Relay 
League) members, Ham radio 
isn't just frequency communica-
tion as we know it. . 
"It's a collection of all different 
kinds of hobbies: TV, Internet, 
working with satellites," says 
GVSU's Amateur Radio Council 
President Dan Mills. "Morse 
code is an intematio:nallanguage. 
A little power goes a long way." 
"We talked to one guy on 
Ascension Island. He told 
us about the communica-
tion rig he has set up. " 
--Dan Mills 
Amateur Radio Council 
Last Saturday 'lt took th~ group 
all the way to Muskegon and 
Lake Michigan where these ama-
teur radio enthusiasts took part in 
a mobile maritime on-the-air 
event. Aboard the Water 
Resource lnstitute's Research 
Ship, the W.G. Jackson, Mills 
and other ARC members set. out · 
to contact as many other stations 
as possible between 9 a.m. and 
4 p.m. During the eight-hour 
period, an estimated 35,000 Harn 
radio operators took part in the 
nation-wide event. 
According to Mills, the event 
was a trial run· for the ARRL's 
national Field Organization, 
which works to maintain a com-
munication link in case of emer-
gency. Saturday's event was also 
a chance to quickly put together a 
self-sufficient, working station 
and begin making contacts. The 
ARRL has been effective in 
establishing communication net-
works during floods, hurricanes, 
fires, earthquakes, and other 
major disasters. Hams were 
involved in emergency situations 
Yuttana Sirisang Mongkol, an Engineering student from Thailand, made a number of contacts aboard 
the W.G. Jackson last Saturday. Photo courtesy Dan MIiis 
such as the Oklahoma bombing 
and the recent fire in.Muskegon. 
"Amateurs don't just commu-
nicate," Mills said. "We also par-
ticipate in emergency infonna-
tion. If the weather service 
receives calls from people who 
have spotted tornadoes, they will 
often call amateur radio people to 
find out whether a tornado is 
actually in the area." 
"Amateurs developed the 
tools for the invention of 
packet radio, cellular 
phones, and the Internet." 
--Dan Mills 
Amateur Radio Council 
by radio, home computer, and 
television. Regular forms of com-
munication for amateur groups 
include Morse code, repeater, and 
radio relay modes. 
"Amateurs developed the tools 
for the invention of packet radio, 
cellular phones, and the 
Internet," Mills said. 
The Amatellr Radio Council 
was brought together as a student 
organization in the summer of 
1995 in order to communicate 
with other Hams around the 
world and enhance international 
goodwill. By September of '95, 
the FCC issued the call sign 
"KCSAYZ" to the Grand Valley 
group and they were on their way 
to conversing with the masses. 
Since then, the ARC has grown to 
In addition to carrying out FM include a core group of 15 mem-
communications with local Boy bers and over 50 supporters. 
Scouts involved in a regional This November will bring a 
Boy Scout Jambouree last collegiate contest for Hams 
Saturday, the ARC was success- around the ·country. The competi-
ful in contacting over 100 people tion will include members of 
in North and South America. Amateur stations from colleges 
"We talked to one guy on across the nation, including 
Ascension Island, between Africa Harvard and the University of 
- and South America," Mins said. Michigan. But for now, Grand 
"He said he is a native of the Valley's amateur radio station is 
island and has lived there all his satisfied with the success it has 
life. He also told us about the had as a local ARRL affiliate. 
communication rig he has set "So far, we're working on 
up." basic communications with other 
The ARC also shared their Hams this semester," Mills said. 
knowledge with others out on the Despite a few disagreements 
sea. last year with WCKS, GVSU's 
"We wanted to show the guys on-campus radio station, the two 
on the boat about Ham radio," stations now believe they are 
Mills said. "In an emergency, if -more inclined and better suited to 
the regular frequencies they use compliment each other. 
aren't there, they should know "We really admire and respect 
the Hams are out there." WCKS' organizalion and mem-
Not to be confused with CB bership and believe 1hat is their 
(Citizen's Band) Radio, Amateur position with us," Mills said. 
Radio is the ability to experiment 
Art & Design exhibit features the work of GVSU faculty 
BY MELISSA VANDEN~ROEK 
STAFF WRITER 
The Calder Gallery will be filled with an array of artistic works until 
October 31. The exhibit is filled 
with paintings, sketches, models, 
and sculptures from the faculty in 
the Art Department. 
Many of the paintings and 
sculptures tell a significant story 
or have a special meaning, relat-
ing directly to an experience. Jeff 
Dellow, from Kingston 
University, is filling in for Don 
Kerr this semester. Dellow's 
painting is titled "Nectary," 
which is abstracted from natural 
forms. The painting shows a seed 
that splits apart and disperses 
dots throughout the picture. 
"I didn't want to use a lot of 
color because of the lighting in 
Africa," Dellow said. 
"I Like the 3-D work 
because I feel theres a 
common thread between 
the sculpture and the artist 
dealing with natures 
articulation of parts. " 
--Beverly Seley 
GVSU faculty artist 
Molly Alicki submitted a cross-
hatch ink on wood titled "Art 
Imitates Stuff." She attended 
California College of Arts and 
Design and taught an art class at 
Kendall. 
"I like to make drawings that 
prelude to paintings," Alicki said. 
The "Formal and Technical 
faplorations," by Beverly Seley, 
is different because it is a 
3-dimensional piece. 
"I like the 3-D work because I 
feel there's a common thread 
between the sculpture and the 
artist dealing with nature's articu-
lation of part~." Seley said. 
There are many different fonns 
of media used throughout the 
exhibit. Elona VanGent's pieces 
were similar to Alchemy, which 
is the notion to take a based mate-
rial and tum it into gold. 
"I like to use fonns and devices 
from different time periods to 
fonn objects," VanGent said. One 
of her sculptures is derived from 
Leonardo DaVinci's "War 
Machine" from the l700's. 
Gallery Director Tim 
Nowakowski also has two of his 
works on display at the exhibit. 
One of his works was done for 
the food court. It was a taco study 
for vinyl transfer images. 
"There is a variety of media 
used in this exhibit," 
Nowakowski said. "Most of it is 
traditional from oil on canvas, 
pastel on paper, objects on 
pedestal. to paintings behind 
glass." 
"This art exhibit represents 
diversity in thought and 
illustrates how new faculty 
members are using 
different media." 
--Chester Alkema 
GVSU faculty artist 
"Spring," created by Chester 
Alkema, was produced by a tech-
nique called tempera batik. This 
technique gives a stained glass 
effect. "Spring" was taken from 
the Bible verse Ecclesiastes 3: I, 
which states: "To everything 
there is a season, and a time to 
every purpose under the heaven." 
Alkema was the first faculty 
member of the Art Department 
and has published 14 books and 
60 journal articles. He has been 
an instructor at Grand Valley for 
31 years. 
"This art exhibit is excellent," 
he said. "It represents diversify in 
thought and illustrates how new 
facuhy members are using differ-
ent media." 
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Old Building _restaurant The crowd outside the· Big - . . complex · .last . Saturday-
even'f ri'g .reminded me,'of Waiting, , ... 
in' line :for a pla'y·. at 'Louis· 
Annstrong Theater, .. 1:he asse11_1-
6iy' of .iriteiligent-looki.!lg people 
fairly buzzed with anticipation of 
what would go on inside. That 
we were to be the first crowd in a 
. _new .flight spot did not matter. 
~.-,The building was a mere shell 
inside of which we were limited 
to the rather spacious third floor. 
The openings WE came for con-
cerned a number of bottles, a 
GOOD number of bottles. 
· The Urban Institute of 
Contemporary . Arts' second 
The event provided everyone 
with a number of firsts; Widmer 
breweries' Widberry was the first 
berry beer I've had where the 
berry didn't overwhelm the hops 
"bite." Unfortunately, they don't 
expect Widberry to be available 
in this area until December. 
Anheuser-Busch surprised me 
annual BrU.I.C.A. beer tasting with its Michelob Centennial, 
event presented attendees the which wasn't bad. Apparently, 
~!iqu~u~;;w!~ :n~p~~th::;h 
1
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only pne that really counts is.the that.~urt yo~ in.close biuJ: ~ai.ii~·: '.i ' ' 
finafscore. , When you get dowri to the fourth . : ·· 
. The Grand Valley Stat~ foot- , quarter, you:have to make ·those· i 
~ I ·team · realized that fact plays." , ~. · :· · . ,. 1 • ' · 
; ' 
Dta ·· 
-~~a y;~ -~-l~~O-f ard ~ff~~ive : '~orth~qi ·~¥ichi&Df-;comp~led 
.output wasn~~ e~ough to avoid a 2~J '.Y3;ro.s,, of ,. offense, : 238 of 
J4-9''Ioss ·t~t ~oi:them Michigan'' whi~b _W:tldcat qu~~k Matt 
\Jniversity at'the ~uperior Dome. H~ard .accounted f(!~ p~ng. · . 
The.pl!.-iip lieglnif . -i' ,-or!heni ~khl~ Jal!bi~ Juon.McG1~n-~:J~~ plled'up~_n by a bevy of people. 
The lalcers droa,ped ~he conteit'l 4=9 at·fit~rque~'s Superior i>ome Saturday. Photo by c.o: surpe: . . . 
. · The host Wildcats won ~spite Hoard :used five< different 
. g'aining just 43 yards rushing; · tece1vers ,to march .. 69 yards· in 
trailing by nearly ten minutes in five. plays . to score, ·No~em's 
time. of 1>9ssession, and convert- first touchd~wn, a -~ 7yard: ~n:. 
ing only. four of rn third-down · .. nection to sophoitiore . wideout 
. plays. Jeremy-Wilkin~n. . ' 
On the qpposite side, GVSU At that time; GVSU had 
got .241 yards passing from quar- obtained a 9-0 lead. Senior tail~, 
terback Jeff Fox, i39 yards rush- back Darnell Jamison scored on a 1 
ing, and a five-plus yard-per-play 5-yard run in the first ·quarter, and 
average. Kochanski connected on a 45-
The game .came down to yard field goal in the second 
GVSU missed scoring chances. quarter. 
Sophomore kicker Doug "That score really helped us," 
Kochanski missed three field said Wildcat head coach Eric 
goals, one a 55-yard attempt-thar' "Holm· of ·the-first touchdown. "I 
bounced off the · front of the· think the key after that was that 
crossbar, but two others that were we didn't tum the ball over. In the 
inside the 30 yard-line. Grand two games we Jost, that's what 
Valley also was unable to get the cost us." 
ball inside the Wildcat 20 yard- Northern Michigan wo~ld only 
· line in the second half, and their put up two good drives, but both 
Wildcat comerback Cornelius 
Coe said the key was stopping the 
Lakers prior to scoring range. 
"There's 100 yards to a football 
field," Coe said. "Teams are 
going to have their big.plays and 
"The disappointing thing their losses, but we really focused 
is, we played well enough · on stopping Grand Valley before 
fi b l they could get to score." 
ended in touchdowns. Junior tail-
back Jason McGlone scampered 
in 15 yards for the second NMU 
score, .and· that ended ·up being 
enough 'for' the victory. ' 
to win this oot a l game. The loss drops GVSU to a 5-3 
Now we've got to get some overall record, but more impor-
help from some other tantly, to 5-2 in the Midwest 
· people. " In t er co I I e g i ate At h I et i c 
GVSU head coach Conference (MJFC). NortherA 
Brian Kelly . ; Michigan improves to 4-2 in the 
MIFC. 
The Laker defense, ied by line-
backer Greg VanDyke's ten tack-
les, stymied the last five Northern 
drives, but the offense couldn't 
get the ball in the end zone. 
The loss leaves the Lakers in 
precarious playoff position, as 
they most likely do not control 
their own playoff chances. A win 
against MIFC-leading Saginaw 
Valley State at Lubbers Stadium 
Club H·ockey wins second ·in a row, 
hosts first home game Saturday 
BY RYAN HENIGE 
STAFF WRITER 
The Grand Valley Glub Hockey team racked up another win last weekend 
over conference foe Northwood. 
The win pushed the Laker's 
record up to 2-1 overall with an 
unbeaten conference record. 
"We played our strongest game 
of the season," aysu head 
coach Joel Brazeale commented. 
The game started out slow in 
the first period, with the Lakers 
failing to score and trailing 1-0. 
The Lakcrs would turn up the 
offense in the second period, 
however, as they scored two 
unanswered goals. The first goal 
came from freshman Kent 
Lafond, assisted by his brother, 
Brent Lafond. 
· 'The second score was an unas-
sisted.goal by Jason Schocnburg, 
making it 2-1 at the end of two,. 
periods. 
"The third period was a continu-
ation of the first wo. The Lakers 
put in three straight goals, mak-
ing it a 5-I contest 
The first score of the period 
ca.me off the stick of Jamie· 
Safford on a fantastic slap aboL 
The last two Grand Valley 
goals came from Jason 
Shoenburg, who had a hat trick 
for the evening. Laker captain 
Dave We.st ~sisted with the first 
goal, while Brad. Schulz and 
Brian Losiowski pitched in with 
the last of Shoenburg's goals. 
The Lakers dominance allowed 
them to gain some experience, 
replacing the starting senior goal-
tender Scott Nichols, who 
aJlowed only one goal, with 
freshman Corey Whitaker. 
"We really ht;zven 't played 
to whtzt we can. We just 
need to play more disci-
plin~d hockey. There are 
some new ·guys around, 
and once we get used to 
each other, we ought to be 
all right." 
Hockey Club forward 
Brent LaF ond 
. ' 
Regardless, forward Brent 
Lafond felt that improvement 
was still in the cards for GVSU. 
"We expect to win these 
games," LaFond said. "We really 
haven't played to what we can, 
though. I haven't been pulling 
my weight, and we just need to 
play a bit better." 
Lafond, last year's top scorer 
for Grand Valley, has yet to score 
his first goal in this year's cam-
paign. · 
This weekend, the Lakers will 
battle the University of Michigan 
in Ypsilanti on Friday. They will 
also m~e their home debut 
against Lawrence Tech on 
Saturday at 7 pm at Belnap 
Arena. 
"Lawrence Tech is a little 
weaker on . the road than at 
home," Lafond said. ''When we 
go over th~. they give us a real-
ly good game. It seems like they 
don't bring all their players or 
something when they come to 
Grand Rapids." 
The .two contests will loom 
very ,up~t for a team that's 
still _getting used · to ~b other. 
There ...,,. many more freshman 
playing'ihan'~~oos years.' . ' -
"We~ve been. miiing up lines, 
doing a lot of tmn,S.°~ UFond 
said. "W..e just need .to play more 
disciplined hockey. There arc 
some new 'kuys &round, aJid OQGC 
we set used to ~ ·other, we 
ought o be all right.,. 
would go a long way to helping 
that cause. Saginaw Valley is the. 
second-ranked team in Division 
Il football, and a win will do 
them wonders. 
"Now we've got to get some · 
help from some other people," 
Kelly said. "We just don't control 
our own destiny anymore." 
Regardless, the game is one 
that was tough for GVSU to take. 
"The disappointing thing is, we 
played well enough to win this 
football ganie," noted Kelly. 
"Hopefully, we'll be able to over-
come some of the things that we 
did offensively, and we played 
pretty good defense. 
"From that standpoint, our kids 
will bounce back. They won't lay 
down, and the kids will come 
back and play hard next week." 
• 
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contest:'·::··' 'r.'· ·, Woltersalso-won'forthe intotheGLIACtoumament, . ·~-~-~::, 
1 
'The Lakers were downed at . Lakers with a 6-l 5-7 6-I victo- which-is'to be held at ' '.h 
Oakland Uriive,sityhy a'score of ry a(num~r ·five-~ingles. Northwood Unive~ity.in _ · 
~3 ori Saturday., . -·· :·:· , Tl1e _do~bles team_.of Mid.land from Oc't: 2+27. -· · 
' Rachei Blancharcfled GVSU Bfarichard:arid'Kelli Laenen Grand'Vailey has:'6een able to 
. with a 'Victory for the'nqmber ', -,wo~/iw·Jng :once again why play ttib t~p teams· in the confer-; 
one si~gles. -Also.~g a'sin- . , :~ey are QVSlts .tQp doubles . ence· t~ugh all yC(U'. They)tave 
·gJes. vic~~ry W~.SOp~~~~ :~ . ~-~-)}~oi~J.i ~cl l!,~~m_an ~SO Jl?St~ ~~C very imi>re.s~ 
Wolters' at number five s_u,gles. . were ii)so victorious at number s1ve v1ctones, so_a-~p three .fin-• 
. · Toel~akers'..oiily.a.ou];)le.victo- three doqblcs. ,; .:'/: . isb'in theGLIAC is well within 
, •. , • ~ , • • J'.I Jl, f ~"" ':'·•.:, • . ~- _', ,t • • , . • . or , ~ , . ~· • l:J'' ·.J- ., . ' 
ry came:froni' the·nupi~r:tJir,ce . ' The Lakers:now hold.a lQ-4 reach for a strorig Lak~ team: 
team .of W9Jters and sophoinote overall rec~ to go along with. The',Hi'llsdale contest, was . 
Michelle' Bergman.. . their·6-4 mark iri' th~ GLIAC. played oh Tuesday, but results 
Grand Vailey° was able to -GVSU has only one regular were ndt available as of press 
bouQce.back. however, with a·6-.-·-· season· match remaining this time. · 
. .• . ;: ~;:--. 
----------------------------------.---1 
LARGE 16 incli Pizza I. 
• 
with che.e.se for $5.00 
+$1.00 for eadi tU!cf itional toppit19. 
COUPON 
For coCCe9e stw:Cen.ts onf y No Limit 
1 
Acapt roupons of competitors in Affen.da!e area 
~-------------~-----~---~--------------J 
BICYCLES 
FOR EVERYONE 
Tbat'• more than Just a alogan, 
lt'a our ml1slon! 
Stop la 8 Bad out wby we're all 
you need to know for cool bikei 
and bike naff! 
*Maintenance classes are forming now! 
*Hot deals on cool wJ)eels! 
· bighwheeler 
380 Chicago Drive, Holl~d 396-6084 
5430 Northland NE, G.R. 365-BIKE 
www. higbwbceler.com 
e-mail - wheel@highwheeler.com 
11-8 M-F, 10-5 Sat 
,,,,.; ' 
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' ' Crew ta_kes first pl~ce six 
times against M.ichigan 
· a11<l:'1\1:ichig:~tt), ~ta~e-· 
this." ·· . · , . 
BY ~.D; .Bu~9E . · L~ui:ance was especially:·.' 
SPORTS EDITOR . ~ imp~ssed with . tlie · .4 l'bc>at, , fo'_'.,  
,, . wh1ch 'Matt· LeBJanc·,' :Dave'·,,, 
F:. r the:Gr~ 'lf ~aJley Crew,· Ged_i-get and B~n and K~~ Moo~\l the·faU seaso'° is.not sup- ~at ~ichigan :bf a4JtQS(30 s~~ ;_: . po~ to·:be as''important as ond$: . '. . . . .. ·' ., ; . ..-._._,. \.: 
~e spriJ)g:carnp~g11., ,! : . "It's an.foteresting.situatipn·(or· \ 
' 
,'), --. · .. : . ~· - .. ,.,.~ .
Thep' agairi; ~tjng __ arch-rivals these guys/' Laurartc'e, said:::) 
Michigan and Michigan State is "They no~ally ro11-)y,e~J.agJlirts~. ' Both former.(~,it)~d _cu,:n1:1t:(li~ckrG . -a~·1efV~lley;Crew;me,nbt;.'.ra~at'.ta..:tlilnfan~Al"innl . 
. inlportant during any timf of the ·-te~s they should_~~ ,.but th_ey ,.; Regatta/The re~ ar10'.-=-p~d fi~i1htd 'ilnt ·lbt tlm•s in ~f Lirisl11g:Siind•y~Piioro i,y', ,jiiiJy i,;~t . 
year. often fall short agamst teams with•.. .. . . _ -~ , . · . . · _ · .. ·· . . . , . _ · ·_ \ · ·.· · ·. . 
. Fres.h off the Crew's ,annual big ~.nam.es. It!s a big break- .. Elk Reg.aria inCElkhart, Indjana, . ,:::- , . . 
Alumni Day, in which ,former through for us." . . . ,- _-: November 2 ~d , 3. ~e- event 
rowers get together and.colllpete TheWpmen's 8 boat continued will feature many big schools, 
witti the new crew, GVSU .took to· roll, defeating Mi~iµgan S~te including low~.. Purdue, . 
first i~ $ix events at the Mi~gan by · ten\' secQii~. :, The 1 Michigan' Minnesoill, and. Northwestern. 
Intercollegiate· Fall Crew., womeri, \vh~:are ~ varsity Crew, . Michigan. will also ·be there. 
Champ1~nship/ held iri. East difiiof pai-tic~pate-:-Siinday: ·, - . · The magnitude of the ~egatta is 
Lansigg. .. ; 1 _ _ _ ~e, !!O,vlce ~ ro~e~_: ~~k) h~ unlike ;my thatGran,d .Va!ley par-
. In the Varsity division, Grand {irst-p!"9e ·· . . fins!bes;:' · taking . a ticiP,ates in du~ng ~ . fall. .. . 
VaJley took first 'place·: thre'e Me~:~ 4, a W,omeri'~ ~. lllld:two ., "Tbe women's Olympic team 
times, as the.Men's Varsity 4 and Men's 8 rowing;victpries. Tb~ 4 trains there," said Luarance. 
Lightweight '. 8 scored victories. J,oat edged. oqt Mjchigan State ,by "We' re expecting tens of thou-
The women took first with their only one second. , sands of peopie to be there, much 
Lightweight 8 boat as well.· · To · Lau'rance, .~ting the · two like there was last year. Plus, 
Grand Valley head ·coach Michigrut· schools means q~ite a we'll have some re~ly good 
_Richard . Laurance was happy lot to the rowers. .. · match-ups with _some of the boats 
with · the :overall, Crew perfor- "We have some rowers that are that will be thei:e. 
mance. 
"Michigan is pretty tough," 
Laurance said, "so beating them 
is a real good indication of where 
we are for us. Michigan State is 
always a good rivalry, too, 'but it's 
been the first time in a while that 
we have beaten Michigan like 
with the other teams now," "We dori 't concern ourselves so 
Lauranee ex:plained. "Everyone -much with the fall season, but we 
&eelJlS to know each other. Plµs, 'are rowing better than-I expected, 
Michigan is a really so.lid :pr<>-: and a couple of good races in 
gram, and it's great to ~t them;" Elkhart will be very helpful." 
Up next for the Crew will be The Crew may also participate 
their most important regatta of in a marathon row, which will be 
the fall season, the Head of the held November 10. 
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•• great 
teachers ... 
Kaplan helps you focus 
your test Pf1P. study 
Wfln_you neeil t most. 
CJur tiiclttrs will show 
~ . the .RiMn ·skins and 
test-11,ng .techniques 
to1111Pyou ... 
· get , hjher score 
·ICAfLAN 
CAU. 1-.W-TEST 
(estra costs need to be applkd for addl.Cioaal tests or.Jab world 
Services: Treatmeat for minor ~juries and illoess 
C,oughs/Colds Strep/Mono 
Injuries/Lacerations Routiae Physicals 
Paps/6"1'1 Exams Birth ControV STD Screening 
Flu Shotsll'B Tests Lab/Xray/EKG/Rx's also 
fl[ 
FOR JUNIOR NURSING STUDENTS 
A NURSING EXPERIENCE AT 
MAYO FOUNDATION 
HOSPITALS - ROCHESTER, MN 
Here is your opportunity to work at Mayo Medical Center for the 
summer. 
Summer Ill is a paid, supervised hospital work experience at Saint 
Marys Hospital and Rochester Methodist Hospital, both part of 
Mayo Medical Center in Rochester, Minnesota. 
You are eligible for Summer Ill after your junior year of a four year 
baccalaureate nursing program. It includes direct patient care 
experience in the inpatient or ambulatory care setting. 
Application Deadline: December 1, 1996. 
For more information contact: 
Mayo Medical Center 
Nursing Recruitment 
Summer Ill Program 
_Ozmun East• 200 First Street SW 
Rochester, Minnesota 55905 
1-800-562-7984 
Mayo Foundation is an affirmat ive action and equal opportunity educator 
and employer. 
t ,: 
ATTENTION 
We have current information con-
cerning abortion, infanticide, assist-
ed suicide, euthanasia, adoption, 
and Crisis Pregnancy Centers. 
Contact: Right to Life of Holland 
Area, 100 S Waverly Rd . Holland. 
Ml.. 49423. Phone 396-1037 Our 
Website: http:// www.rtl.org E-
mail: info@rtl.org (4-17) 
For all those who send complaints, 
opinions and concerns to friends 
through e-mail, send them to some-
one who can help you make a differ-
ence. The Lanthorn wants to hear 
from you Please call Robbin at 895-
2464 
To anyone who is affiliated with 
"The straights," I want to meet you 
Please contact Robbin at 895-2464 
OPPORTUNITY 
The Gathering 
http://www.takeme.com scholar-
.... 
.C -LASSI·FIE·DS PLU-S 
. - ... ; ...... ~, ,~·. ' 
Thursday, October . 24, 1996 •15 
ships, academic & career esources, 
internships, ports, news. entertain-
ment. frc!vel; music, debates and 
1000 of links. (10-31) 
For only $0.'10 per word you can 
place a Lanthorn classified ad: Call 
the Lanthorn office at 895-2460. or 
, stop in to 100 Commons. tf 
Lakeshore area. Great commission 
($200-$1000 month). car allowance, 
possible internship credit. Call 245-
6367 or 1-800-917-JOHN for more 
info .. (10-31 I 
MODELS needed for photo layouts. 
Weekend availability. Long term. 
Possible model;ng sponsorships. 
Females 5'7-5'11. Males 6'1-6'6. 
FOR SALE 
88 Honda Civic Sedan runs excellent. 
mech. excellent, must sell, family 
out grew it First offer over $2400. E-
mail dentj or616-834-5512. (10-241 
$225 / month plus 1/4 utilities. Call 
Mary at 892-9361. (10/31) 
Large two or three bedroom in 
Grand Rapids located near down-
town and express ways. No pets. 
$475 also small two bedroom $350 
plus utilities Call 874-7186 (10-241 
Wanted!!! Individuals, Student Must be serious about he modeling 
Toyota 86 Celica GT-automatic, air, 
cruise. tilt, AM/FM cassette, defog-
ger. new struts, exhaust, runs great, 
86,000, $2,900, 667-2905 M-Sat. 
(10-241 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
Organizations and Small Groups to field. Send photo along with perti- Have a safe and happy H_alloween, 
Grand Valley! Be careful. Your 
friends at the Lanthorn. 
Promote SPRING BREAK TRIPS. Earn nant information and phone number 
MONEY and FREE TRIPS. CALL THE ·_ to .Studio One 43.17 Curwood S.E. 
NATION'S LEADER; _INTER-CAMPUS Grand Rapids. Ml 49508-3505. (10-
Mazda 86 RX-7 2+2-89 "Corvette" 
taillights, spoiler. Many options, 5-
speed, custom ·wheels, runs. blown 
gasket, $900 080 667-2905 M-Sat. 
(10-24) 
PAOGRAf\;"S. http://www.icpt.com 24). Cutia-head-face, this has been the 
best 5 weeks. You're brighter than 
orange & black candles, sweeter 
than candy corn, more fun than trick 
or treating, nicer to touch than a 
black cat, and more exciting than a 
scary movie. There's no one I'd 
rather spend this season with. 
Loving every minute, heroin fix. (10-
24) 
1-800-327-6013 ( 0~24) 
FREE TRIPS & CASH! Individuals 
and organizations wanted to sell SKI 
& SPRING BREAK beach trips. 
Hotte_st places & coolest spaces. 
Check out our web site: www.stu-
dentexpress.com Call immediately 
Student Expr.ess. Inc. 1-800-SURFS· 
UP(l0-31) . 
COOL HOLOGRAPHICS -FUN & 
SCIENTIFIC GIFT & TOYS. Fantastic 
stuff for your dorm or apt. 2891 28th 
St: SE 1/2 Mile west of Woodland 
Mall. 977-0707 Mention this.ad for 
10% off any purchase. (10-24) 
MODELS FREE MAKEOVERS 
Redken isseeking models for a Hair 
Show at the Amway Grand, Nov. 3-4. 
Models selected must be willing to 
have their Hair Cut with Color & 
Texture. come to the call: Sat. Nov 2, 
10:00 AM. Amway Grand Hotel. 817 
Monroe Ave, GR, Ml. Call Missi 
(616)942-0060. (10/31) 
FUNDRAISER-Motivated groups 
needed to earn $500+ promoting 
AT&T. Discover, gas and retail cards. 
Since 1969, we've helped thousands 
of groups raise the money they need. 
Call Gina at (800) 592-2121 ext.110. 
Free CD to qualified callers. (10-24) 
SPRING BREAK PARTY TRIP 
SALES. Earn FREE VACATIONS 
and GREAT COMMISSIONS sell-
ing trips to Flordia's most popular 
resorts! Travel Associates, a leader 
in collegiate travel since 1979 pro-
vides full marketing support for more 
information call Steve at (800) 998· 
8687 (11-14) 
HELP WANTED 
T~e Lanthorn wants you!! If you 
have work study and need a job, 
then the Lanthorn is the place for 
you!! We are currently in need of a 
distribution manager. The job pays 
$4.25 for 5 hours on Wednesday 
night. If interested call Tim at the 
Lanthorn office at 895-2460 
Cruise Ships Now Hiring-Earn up 
to $2,000+/month working on Cruise 
Ships or Land-Tour companies 
World travel. Seasonal & full-time 
employment avaible No experience 
necessary For more information call 
1-206-971-3550 ext. C56234 (10-24) 
Alaska Employment- Student 
Needed! Fishing Industry Earn up to 
$3,000-$6,000+ per month. Room 
and Board I Transportation I Male or 
Female. No experience necessary 
Call (206)971-3510 extA56233 (10-
24) 
Have funl Earn serious cashl Sell 
"bathroom billboard" advertising for 
Johnny Advertising. Many popular 
locations in Grand Rapids and 
Needed ay care in Rockford home. 
Tuesdays and Fridays AM. Two year 
old and six month old. Kim Clark 866-
8233. ( 10-24) 
Attention!!! Anyone interested in 
Law Enforcement? Michigan 
National Guard has opening in their 
Military police unit. No experience 
necessary. $2;500 bonus to join for 
limited time. Call SFC Joesph 
Levondoki at 249-2626. (11-21 I 
NEED CASH? Michigan National 
Guard has $2,500 ·bonus to join for 
critical job openings. SFC Joseph 
Levondoki at 249-2626. (11-21) 
'86 Honda Accord, good conditon, 
great gas mileage, very dependable. 
loaded, must sell ASAP! 
$2,500/080. 662-0769 (10-24) 
HOUSING 
Allendale off campus student 
housing, single family units, 3 to 
5 bedrooms, $1000 to 1250 per 
month, available immediately, 
call 874-4045. (11-28) 
Wanted-1 female roommate to 
share room. 5 minutes from campus. 
Craig'.. Who would have thought 
we'd end up together? Happy 
Anniversary. I adore you. love 
always, Lisa (10-24) 
Happy 21st birthday, Jill. With love 
from your favorite Roman Catholic 
and Sorority girl. (10-24) 
OK LFrS SEE ~ERE. " EQUALS THE TOTAL 
3 (ONl'ERS!ON FACTORS FROM MULTJPt.Y THE FACTORS AND ~ll'IOf 
l' '\IE WASTED 10'12 MINUTES AND 
OAYS TO llOORS TO MINOTIS , .. , Af2RY THE lWO. 
f'fAJT'.1 THAT <AN'T ~E RIGHT'., 
35 SECONDS OF MY LIFE IN ALGEBRA QASS 
ANO I' HAVEN"T LEARNED A ANG THING.1 
t ·MAIL RANS0~1Jlt>R1v!R /T.G'/50 [{)(J 
,...,o I Ju(T Wl,,I~ fl) rl'I~ I\,.., . .... 
I c O L f onL 'iN ,-o,o 'Tll.1,o< oF -,io,, ,.,.io 
, •• • I ... . 
.I. Without Shane. ,, • , we don't have 
a #5. 
2. People like it. 
3. We were never really funny, anyhow. 
4. Senate cut the funding for it. 
5. Pink Goats don't sail on Zumberge 
pond!?! 
6. Jim Class doesn't work here anymore 
7. We don't get paid enough to have fun 
8. We're a bunch of HAFF-assed liberals 
9. Nobody can count past 8 this year. 
I 0. We're arespectable n wspaper. 
11. Because the combined mental prowess 
of Jay, Mary and Rick don't match that 
of a fully ripened bean! ~ 
Mou,,: 
MoN-Tf.funs 
1:00-6:00 
'"' 1:00- :oo SAT 10:00-4:~0 
·S-PORTS . Thursday, October · 24; ~1996: 
Lakers drop to .500 in confe.rence 
BY DoUOLAS LIPINSKI 
STAFF WRITER 
Grand Valley's women's volleyball team had another subpar week as 
the Lakers drqpped two out of 
· t,hree matches on the road. 
The fitst loss came at the hands 
of conference foe and hated rival 
Ferris State in Big Rapids. The 
Lakers were swept (5-15, JO. 
15,4-15). . 
"Nothing would go right," said 
head coach Deanne Scanlon," 
and we were off all night." 
The night was a· disaster for the 
Lakers, as they could only man-
age 24 kills in three games. " I 
thought we were focused, but we 
missed some balls we usually 
. get," said Scanlon. 
The poor perfonnance at Ferris 
didn't stop the Lady Lakers from 
coming back and dropping 
Saginaw Valley in three games, 
though. 
After two days to think about 
the Ferris game, the Lakers 
walked into Saginaw and won. 
"We played well offensively," 
said Scanlon. 
The Lakers were lead by 14 
kills from Amanda Cameron and 
Lori Janssen added 13 kills of her 
own. Jessica Ping added 46 
assists and Jenni Thatcher con-
tributed 11 kills. 
Saturday saw Scanlon's squad 
lose to Northwood for the second 
time in as many tries (7-15,9-
15,11-15). 
The Lakers played well, but 12 
service aces and zero service 
errors by Northwood were the 
deciding factor. 
Northwood's Pavala 
Melicharova and Lucie Jara com-
bined for 30 kills against Grand 
Valley. 
The Lakers were lead by 12 
kills and six digs from Lori 
Janssen. "Lori is solid and plays 
hard for us," said Scanlon. 
With· the loss, the Lakers 
dropped to 14-10 (5-5) in Great 
Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic 
Conference (GLIAC) action and 
Nortltwood moved to 20-3 (7-3). 
.The Lakers have eight more 
matches and need two big wins 
this weekend against Mercyhurst 
and Gannon on the road. 
The team might not make it to 
post season, but they have their 
destiny in their hands. Home con-
tests with Northern Michigan and 
Michigan Tech loom in the future 
for the Lakers. 
